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Abstract. A wide gap lies between the simulation league and real robot
leagues of RoboCup, in particular in applications. In the simulation
league, the soccer server maintains all data on the pitch and feeds such
data to applications via networks. Therefore, several applications such
as 2D- and 3D-viewers, commentary systems have been developed. In
this paper, we propose that using a global vision system can bridge the
gap of applications. A global vision system, which is usually used in the
small size league, is extended to serve as a data feeder. Its main issues
include missing object identi�cation (due to occlusion and feature ex-
traction failure), errors in player identi�cation (due to mis-assignment
of objects among continuous frames), detection of stoppage, and elim-
ination of unnecessary scenes. To cope with these issues, the proposed
system uses estimation and scene analysis. We also present an exten-
sion of the soccer server protocols to feed state speci�c to the small size
league. The resulting system succeeded in feeding data of the �nal game
of RoboCup'99 to a 2D-viewer and a commentary system.

1 Introduction

A wide gap lies between the simulation league and the real robot league in many
aspects. For example, location and orientation data of each player is completely
represented in the former, while it often contains errors in the latter. The speed
of the ball may sometimes travel much faster in the real robot league than in
the simulation league. Their regulations di�er, too.

In the simulation league, the soccer server[1][2] maintains all data on the
pitch and feeds such data to applications. Therefore, several applications such as
a simple 2D-viewer[2], a 3D-viewer[3][4], commentary systems[5][6], and analyzer
have been developed in addition to soccer teams based on the soccer server.

However, neither the soccer server (data feeder) nor applications has been
developed for the real robot league, although they are expected to play an impor-
tant role in visualizing, analyzing and evaluating a game played by robot players.
One way to bridge this gap is to develop a data feeder that is equivalent to the
soccer server in the simulation league. When real world information is carefully
designed, we have a chance to develop various applications by integrating of the
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simulation and robotics. For example, a simple broadcasting system using view-
ers and commentary systems via the network, strategy evaluation using existing
analyzers[7] for the simulation league.

In this paper, we demonstrate bridging the gap using a global vision system
for the small size league. Before discussing the global vision system, we present
what problems lie on the gap in Section 2. Then details of the global vision sys-
tem to solve the problems are described in Section 3. To evaluate our approach,
a simple broadcasting system has been realized using applications of the simu-
lation league via network. A video of the �nal game of the small size league in
RoboCup'99 has been used as a benchmark in Section 4. Based on the results,
we discuss our approach and future work in Section 5, and conclude in Section
6.

2 The Gap between Simulation and Real Robot

2.1 The Gap of Data and Method to Obtain Information

To understand the gap between the simulation league and the real robot league
using vision, a comparison of data and methods are given in Table 1. The simu-
lation league has di�erent input information formats for the player applications
and for the viewer applications. Corresponding to the input information, there
are overhead camera(s) of the global vision systems and on-board camera(s) of
the local vision systems in the real world. The data part in Table 1 shows that

Table 1. Comparison about Data and Method to Obtain Information
Simulation league Real robot leagues

for player client for monitor client global vision1 local vision2

Data

Data Source simulated data simulated data image sequence image sequence
Data error none none exist exist
Sampling rate 10times/sec. 10times/sec. 30frames/sec. 30frames/sec.
Perspective side view bird eye view bird eye view side view
Orientation relative absolute absolute relative

Range of view local global global local

Method to Obtain Information

Object position calculation calculation object extraction object extraction
Object missing none none exist exist
Object consistency calculation calculation tracking tracking
Object confusion none none exist exist
Player status none command translation scene analysis scene analysis
Quality of player status - certain ambiguous ambiguous
Game status from referee from referee scene analysis scene analysis
Quality of game status certain certain ambiguous ambiguous
1: Its use is restricted only to the small size league.
2: It can used by all robot leagues.

the player applications can use information of the local vision, and the viewer
application can handle information of the global vision, respectively. It is noted
that the referee gives game state to both applications in the simulation. In addi-
tion, the referee uses global information to know the game state transition. Since,
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we think the global vision is superior to the local vision to obtain the global in-
formation. We make clear a gap of game state transition between simulation and
real world using global vision in the next section.

2.2 The Gap of Game State Transition

Fig.1 shows the game state transition of the small size league.
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Fig. 1. Game State Transition of The Small Size League

Dash line rectangles represent the sub-state of game state transition, while
solid line rectangles show details of the game state. The sub-state of game state
is common to all leagues, while each league shows di�erent details. In Fig.1,
arrows indicate the game state transition. A black arrow is the common game
ow between the simulation league and the real robot league, and a white arrow
points out game ow speci�c to the real robot league.

The di�erent details arise from the regulation (rectangle �lled with slash)
and the gap between the simulation and real world (rectangles �lled with dots).

It is di�cult to obtain the game state using object tracking only. The soccer
server analyzes the game state transition using position of ball and players. By
applying such scene analysis to data of objects from an image sequence, the
game state can be obtained in the real world. We think that the soccer server
protocol can absorb the di�erence of regulations using some additional game
state. However, to bridge the gap, speci�cs of the real robot league has to be
eliminated to connect the application of the simulation league.

3 The Global Vision System

Fig.2 (1) and (2) are the hardware design and task ow to feed real world
information into the applications of the simulation league. For the global vision
system of the small size league, we design hardware consisting of an overhead
camera (XC-711R, Sony) and a PC with a frame grabber (GV-VCP/PCI, I/O
Data). The system can connect to other computers on which the applications of
the simulation league are installed.

The task ow generating an image processing sequence is shown in Fig.2 (2).
Before kick o�, we prepare some color ranges for object extraction in the prepare
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Fig. 2. Global Vision System Environment and Procedure

color condition part, then each initial location of robots is assigned for object

tracking manually in the initial position assignment part in Fig.2 (2). During
the game, an image sequence is taken by the hardware in the capture image

part. The image sequence is captured at 30 frames per second, and the size of
the image is 320 � 240. A pixel of the image is expressed by 24 bit RGB color
model, but it is translated into HSV color model to absorb small di�erences in
lighting conditions around the pitch. The image processing obtains consistent
object data about location and orientation from the image sequence using object

extraction and object tracking. Based on the data, the scene analysis leads to
the game state and player state. The scene analysis is a set of if-then rules for
data sequence and location of objects. If the game state is speci�c to the small
size league, then the loop is back to the initial position assignment recovering
the object assignment manually in our system. It means that the object tracking

process is skipped during a game stoppage. In the case of normal operation, the
last procedure forms the same protocol as the soccer server from the obtained
information. We shall discuss the details of image processing, scene analysis and
interface adjustment in following sections.

3.1 Object Extraction

We use conventional color extraction and labeling using given a range of hue,
saturation and value to extract blobs of the same color in the current frame.
The extracted blobs are sorted by given a range of number of pixels of object
such as target object candidates and others (noise and unnecessary objects). The
noise is small blob and pixels in narrow line arising from random reection. It
is removed during this procedure. The unnecessary objects are mainly parts of
human's body. Both of them can be distinguished by the given number of pixels
(area) and ratio of width and height. This task ow jumps to the scene analysis
when unnecessary objects appear in the current frame. In the normal operation,
the target objects are counted to know if there is a missing or extra object. It is
impossible to know which is the missing object or extra one by object counting.
Thus we should identify each object candidate to �nd out the missing or extra
objects tracking.
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3.2 Object Tracking

To keep continuity, the object tracking procedure assigns each object in the cur-
rent frame to an object in the previous frame. The method for object tracking
is to search the objects in the previous frame using a given range and location
of the object in the current frame. If the procedure �nds a unique object in the
previous frame, then the object in the current frame is assigned to the previous
one. When multiple objects are found in the range, the estimated location and
orientation of each candidate is applied to identify each object. The estimation
uses location and orientation of each object in three previous frames to obtain
speed, acceleration and direction. Using speed and direction, procedure of the
estimation obtains path, location and orientation of object by the current frame.
Ambiguous objects in the current frame are distinguished if it appears on the
path.

After object assignment, orientation of robot is calculated. There are various
teams, such as an omni directional mobile robot team, and a team putting several
markers on the top of each robot. It is hard to assume for the general purpose
global vision system that the robot moves in a restricted direction and each
marker shows front direction.

Therefore, front direction is calculated using the object location in the current
and the previous frames, and rotation is calculated using color patch positions,
if robots have them , when the object is staying in the same place. It should
be noted that this direction calculation di�ers signi�cantly to the global vision
system to control the robots.

Missing object can be found when all objects in the current frame are as-
signed. If there are missing objects, they are compensated with the estimated
location and orientation. In other case, extra objects are removed in this proce-
dure. At last, location and orientation of identi�ed objects are prepared for all
players and the ball.

3.3 Soccer Scene Analysis

After consistent objects are extracted or unnecessary objects are detected, var-
ious scene analysis techniques are applied to these objects to �nd state of the
game and players. We de�ne objects not concerned with the game is unnecessary
object. For scene analysis, we summarize the game state of the small size league
in Table 2. Some aspects of game state are the same as the simulation league,
but the others are di�erent. The name of the game state refers to the play mode
of the soccer server. Therefore each game state has \PM " to indicate the game
state. The scene analysis uses a sequence of location of objects to obtain the
game state using if-then rules. For example, we describe the procedure of the
scene analysis of \PM PKLeft" as follows:

1. If the previous play mode is one of following: before kick o�, free kick,

kick in, foul, pause, and human, then
2. initial positions of objects are given manually to track object (See Fig.2 (2)),
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Table 2. Game Status of The Small Size League

Play mode for the simulation league

PM BeforeKickOff before kick off
PM TimeOver game over
PM PlayOn normal situation of game
PM KickOff Left/Right kick off from left/right team
PM KickIn Left/Right throw in from left/right team
PM FreeKick Left/Right free kick from left/right team
PM AfterGoal Left/Right after goal restart from left/right team

Additional play mode for the small size league

PM PKLeft and PM PKRight PK (kicker is left/right team)
PM FirstHalfOver Half time
PM Pause Pause (Stoppage for replacing robots or ball)
PM Human Human being coming into pitch
PM FOUL ChargeLeft/Right charge by left/right team
PM FOUL PushLeft/Right left/right team push left team goalie
PM FOUL MultipleAttackerLeft / Right multiple left/right team players are in the penalty area for left team
PM FOUL BallOutLeft/Right ball is kicked out of pitch by left/right team

3. check the position of objects in PK position and kicker team,

4. if all objects satisfy condition of position, then

5. the play mode is PK.

The kick state and the stand state are obtained by the scene analysis. For
example, the scene analysis to obtain the kick state is described as follows:

1. When a robot and the ball exist within a given range, the location of the
robot in the three previous frames are kept for evaluation.

2. The procedure understands movement of the robot as \kick" when speed
and direction of the ball changes in the next frame.

It should be noted that the scene analysis has to be made simple to save
processing time. All of scene analyses have to �nish before the next image is
captured by the overhead camera.

3.4 Interface Adjustment

This procedure is started by a request from an application via the network. The
protocol for the viewer application is �lled with the required information from
the real world. At the same time, the procedure eliminates unnecessary scenes
using the obtained game state to identify scenes speci�c to the real robot league.
Moreover, the procedure adjusts the sampling rate of the image sequence to the
application of the soccer server.

4 Experiments

The proposed system has been implemented on a PC. It connects to a SPARC
station to feed the viewer applications the observed information over the network
using UDP. The installed viewer application is a 2D viewer. The 2D viewer can
show location and orientation of objects in the real pitch. We use the video of
the �nal game of the small size league in RoboCup 1999 to evaluate the system
(See Fig.3).
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4.1 Image Processing

The object extraction is evaluated using a video tool and the log player with
the 2D viewer. The state of the game and players for the small size league are
added to the log player and the 2D viewer. The video tool shows frame number
and an image frame. The image sequence includes well conditioned image and
ill conditioned image. The well conditioned image means that the image shows
all objects such as ball and player robots without occlusion. The ill-conditioned
image de�ned as an image including occlusion or missing object. We show a
well-conditioned image and the same scene shown by the 2D viewer in Fig.3 (a),
(b), ill-conditioned scene in (c) and unnecessary scene which humans enter into
the pitch to reposition some robots and the ball after goal in (d).

(a)Well-Conditioned Scene (b)2D viewer of (a)

(c)Ill-Conditioned Scene (d)Unnecessary Scene

Fig. 3. Visual Scene and 2D viewer

Substitution by the estimation is applied in the case of occlusion and missing
feature. It failed when noise having similar feature is detected instead of missing
information. This failure arises from wrong assignment of objects. Besides of this
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failure, substitution of location is completely succeeded in the game scene such
as (c) in Fig.3. The orientation of objects is sometimes missed near wall. The
object assignment between continuous frames has a success rate of 82%. This
rate is given by (1).

r = s=F; (1)

where r is the rate, s is number of succeeded frames which all objects are assigned
between two frames, and F is number of couple of frames to assign objects.

4.2 Scene Analysis

The scene analysis has been implemented for each state of the game and players
in Section 3.3. We can check the result of the scene analysis using log player of
the simulator and message on the top and color of players in the 2D viewer. The
game state is shown by text in the 2D viewer. The 2D viewer also shows black
circle (the kick state) and colored circle (the stand state) for the player state.

The result of the scene analysis is shown in Table.3. The player states are
checked about ten in a lot of performances. The game state is checked for the
�rst half of the game. The system misunderstands the pause state when

Table 3. Result of The Scene Analysis for Game and Player Status

Status Result Human Judgement
Player Status Kick 10 10

Stand 10 10
Game Status Play on 19 19

Human 19 19
Pause 17 19
PK 3 3
Score 20 8
Multiple Defender 2 2
Charge 20 3

Before kick o�, kick in, free kick are given by manual.

humans re-enter into the pitch after set up. The score is higher compared with
real judgment, because the goal area has a strong shadow. The system fails when
noise appears in the center circle after goal. The number of charge is larger than
what were called. Although, there are a lot of potential charges, but some of
them are handled as a foul. This may be improved by applying more restricted
conditions. The other game state doesn't appear in this game.

5 Discussion, Related Work and Future Work

To date, there is no report to bridge the simulation leagues and the real robot
leagues in RoboCup.

Our demonstration indicates various possibilities to improve integration of
AI (simulation) and robotics (real robots). Introduction of the applications of
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the simulation league improves robotics in many aspects. For example, the log
player facilitates the improvement of robot movement and strategy using existing
analyzer for the simulation league.

Our approach also improves applications of the simulation league including
the soccer server. To handle real world tasks, the play modes and the player state
of small size league will be added to next revision of the soccer server (version
5.28 or later). This improvement is the �rst step to bridge the gap between the
simulation league and the real robot league. Moreover, this improvement shows
possibilities of entertainment application of robot soccer competition such as
broadcasting system via network.

In research on global vision, teams try to control robots in the small size
league. Our work is signi�cantly di�erent from the global vision systems to con-
trol robots, but it can be compared with them with respect to object extraction
and tracking. Some teams have special hardware to extract objects [8][9][10] to
reduce processing time. Others extract objects using a software approach[11][12].
As for the accuracy of the extraction and the tracking, our approach is almost
the same as the global vision systems to control robots. However, introduction of
image processing hardware should be examined to decrease the processing time.
Our goal is to acquire the same information about all players, while the global
vision system to control robots obtains more detailed information on their own
team than opponents. In addition, our approach of image processing can also be
applied to multiple overhead cameras system.

To bridge the gap, we mentioned a method to handle errors in visual informa-
tion and scene analysis work on the image sequence using global vision system.
The same principle can be applied to the middle size league vision system. In
this case, information of the middle size league can be fed to the player applica-
tions of the simulation. Current robot in RoboCup is just a player. When global
and local information can be used in a system of autonomous mobile robot, the
robot will be an audience, a referee, a coach besides of a player in the future.
It is important to obtain state transition using scene analysis for such a robot
or system working in the dynamic environment. The state transition can give
trigger to change processing for expecting objects in the data depending on sit-
uation. If such a mechanism can be realized, it can help smart operation. We
found that the visual scene analysis has a limitation of obtaining the game state
in the experiment. We should handle other perceptive inputs to obtain certain
state transition. In the small size league, the referee's voice, the whistle sounds
and the visual scenery of the game can a�ect the change of the game state. We
should utilize sounds to know more precise state in this case. In the future, we
should integrate other perceptive inputs and vision to improve our system.

6 Conclusion
The major contribution of this work is bridging the gap between the applications
of the simulation league and the global vision system for the small size league
by generating log of the game.

Much research on global vision systems have been performed in the small size
league, while this is the �rst study to clearly demonstrate that the simulation
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league can handle information from the real world. We found that the informa-
tion for the simulation league can be obtained by image processing to cope with
errors of visual information and the scene analysis of the real world. We have
clear evidence that the information of the real world, when designed carefully,
can be handled by the application software of the simulation league.
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